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Abstract
This is the first published study that investigates the viscoelastic properties of an organically cross-linked polymeric gel used in
water shut-off treatments. A copolymer of acrylamide and t-butyl acrylate was cross-linked with polyethylene imine. The effects of
various parameters on the rheological properties of the gel were addressed. Experimental results indicated that the storage modulus
of the gel decreases with the increase in the salinity of mixing water. Also, higher gel elastic modulus was obtained at higher crosslinker concentrations. A highest elastic modulus of 3.4 kPa was obtained for a gel with a composition of 7 wt.% polymer and
1.2 wt.% cross-linker. However, syneresis was observed in gel samples with 1.2 wt.% cross-linker concentration. The gel lost 53%
of its elastic modulus after 1 month of ageing at 150 °C. Based on the trends noted with the elastic modulus, two different
mechanisms for gel formation were identified below and above 100 °C.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Polymeric gels are obtained by cross-linking high
and/or low molecular weight polymers with a suitable
cross-linker. These materials exhibit a wide range of
rheological properties. This makes polymeric gels
suitable for a variety of applications including controlled drug recovery, soft contact lenses and gelatin
foods (Kesavan and Prud'homme, 1992). In the oil
industry, larger water handling facilities are needed
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when water cut in the produced oil and gas increases.
This may reach to a level where production from a
certain well is no longer feasible. Gels are utilized to
minimize water production. They are injected as a
solution and then cross-linked at reservoir conditions
into a 3-dimensional (3-D) structure. This 3-D structure
should be stable at high reservoir temperatures and
pressure gradients.
Cross-linked partially hydrolyzed polyacrylamides
(PHPA) gels are the most widely applied type of
polymeric gels. They can be cross-linked either
organically or inorganically. Organically cross-linked
polymers are known to have a higher thermal stability
(Moradi-Araghi, 2000). Rheological testing of water
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shut-off gels was reported in the literature from two
aspects. The first aspect is the study of kinetics in which
the time needed to form the 3-D structure is measured;
hence, gelation parameters such as gelation time and
activation energy are extracted. This is achieved by
performing either steady (Broseta et al., 2000; Vasquez et
al., 2005; Al-Muntasheri et al., submitted for publication) or dynamic shear measurements (Prud'homme et
al., 1983; te Nijenhuis et al., 2003; Romero-Zeron et al.,
2004). The second aspect is the measurement of the gel
elasticity (after gel formation) that is related to the gel
cross-link density (Laurent et al., 1980; Pearson and
Graessley, 1980; Prud'homme and Uhl, 1984):
G V¼ Gen
V þ qBTN

ð1Þ

where G′ is the elastic modulus (Pa), G′en is the elasticity
due to temporary chains entanglement (Pa), N is the
cross-link density (mol/m3), B is the Boltzmann constant
(J/K), T is the temperature (K) and q is a constant
between 0.4 and 1 (1/mol).
A copolymer of acrylamide and t-butyl acrylate
(PAtBA) cross-linked with polyethylene imine (PEI)
was used in the present study. This system is reported to
be stable at high temperatures (Hardy et al., 1998). The
first field application of this system was on a fractured
chalk reservoir with a temperature of 130 °C (Hardy et
al., 1999). It was also successfully applied in fractured
carbonaceous reservoirs with temperatures up to 129 °C
and in sandstone reservoirs with temperatures of 82 °C
(Polo et al., 2004). Experimental investigation of this
system was previously reported in literature. Hoek et al.
(2001), conducted core flooding experiments with this
gel and a reduction in permeability was achieved. They
reported that the displacement of the gel from the porous
medium started when the applied pressure drops
exceeded a critical pressure. This critical pressure is
the pressure at which the gel starts yielding. When the
permeability of the cores (porous rock) is high, lower
pressure drops are needed to yield the gel. At low
polymer concentrations, no polymer adsorption on the
cores was observed. These observations were reported
for sandstone cores with clay content ranging from 0.9
to 7.3 wt.%.
Alqam et al. (2001) tested the ability of this gel to
reduce permeability of fractured cores. Their results on
carbonate cores showed a reduction in permeability
from 2,116 to 0.135 mD at 93 °C (200 °F) and
24.15 MPa (3500 psi). In their study, the brine
permeability was reported to decrease with time for
the first 6 days after treating the core with this gel. Zitha
et al. (2002) performed theoretical analysis of the yield
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behavior of PAtBA/PEI gels. Their study focused on the
displacement of the gel from the porous media as a
three-stage process. The first stage included compression of the porous medium and the gel. During this
stage, the pressure at the inlet of the core increases
linearly with time at a constant flow rate. The second
stage was the microscopic flow within the gel system
before the yield point. Finally, the third stage includes
macroscopic flow beyond the yield point during which
gel displacement occurs. Their theoretical work was
compared to the experimental data of Hoek et al. (2001).
They showed that the critical yield stress scales with the
square root of the energy of the cross-links, which is
represented mathematically as follows:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X eYL
f
Pc
ð2Þ
R2
where Pc is the critical yield pressure (Pa), X is the
number of cross-links in a gel sample(–), ε is the energy
needed to break a single crosslink (J), Y is the Young
modulus (Pa), L is the cylindrical pore length (m) and R
is the cylindrical pore radius (m). Eqs. (1) and (2)
indicate that the gel strength is directly proportional to
the elastic modulus obtained from oscillatory rheological measurements. Hence, elastic storage modulus
measurements can be used to qualitatively describe the
effect of various parameters on gel elasticity and hence
its strength.
A review of the literature on the rheological testing of
water shut-off gels showed that most of previous work
focused on PHPA cross-linked with chromium (Han et
al., 1996; Kakadjian et al., 1999; Liu and Seright, 2000;
te Nijenhuis et al., 2003). To the best knowledge of the
authors, this is the first attempt to examine the
viscoelastic properties of organically cross-linked
water shut-off polymers. Therefore, the objective of
the present study is to examine the effect of temperature,
gel composition, gel age and salinity of mixing water on
the viscoelastic properties of mature gels.
2. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA)
In the DMA technique, a sinusoidal shear strain (or
shear stress) is applied and the resulting stress (or strain)
is measured. These oscillatory measurements were used
to monitor the gelation without affecting the 3-D
structure of the gel (Prud'homme et al., 1983; Macosko,
1994). In controlled strain tests, the governing equation
of applied strain,γ, is
g ¼ g9 sinðxtÞ

ð3Þ
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Table 2
Chemical analysis of field water
Variable

Value

a

Ca
Mg
Na
K
Cl
SO4
CO3
TDS b
pH
a
b

Fig. 1. Gradual formation of gel network followed by frequency
sweeps.

where γ0 is the applied strain amplitude while ω is the
frequency of the strain wave.
The measured stress, τ, is described by:
s ¼ s0 sinðxt þ dÞ

ð4Þ

where the phase angle ,δ, is zero for an elastic solid and
90° for a Newtonian fluid. Hence, whenever the tested
material is viscoelastic, the phase angle will lie between
zero and 90°. In the case of controlled stress tests, stress
is applied and the strain is then measured. The
expressions for the applied stress and the measured
strain in this case are similar to Eqs. (3) and (4),
respectively. The mathematical analysis of the produced
wave is well known and results in the elastic modulus,
G′, and the loss modulus, G″, which are related through
the following equation:
tanðdÞ ¼

GW
GV

ð5Þ

At the beginning of forming a cross-linked network,
the slope of log G′ vs. log ω is 2 and then it starts to
decrease until G′ becomes a very weak function of ω
and reaches a plateau value, Ge, as shown in Fig. 1 (te
Nijenhuis, 1996). It should be mentioned that the value
of 2 originates from the fact that the system starts

Variable

Polymer

Cross-linker

Molecular weight, g/mol
pH
Density, a g/cm3
Active content, wt.%

250,000–500,000
4
1.06
20

70,000
12
1.05
30

Measured at room temperature.

Ion concentrations are expressed in mg/l.
TDS is determined by addition.

initially as a liquid-like material where G′ scales with
ω2 at low frequency ranges (Macosko, 1994).
3. Experimental studies
3.1. Materials
Properties of the polymer and the cross-linker are
shown in Table 1. Field water was filtered using 0.22 μm
filter papers. Results of chemical analysis of this water
are given in Table 2. The active content of the polymer
and the cross-linker was measured by TGA as 20 and
30 wt.%, respectively. In order to examine the effect of
individual cations on the final gels elasticity, laboratory
brines were prepared by dissolving the needed amounts
of salts in deionized water such that the final gelling
solutions contained 5000 mg/l of Na and K (row 5 of
Table 3). KCl and NaCl salts were used to prepare
synthetic brines. All salts were ACS grade. Filtered field
water was used to prepare all gelling solutions, unless
otherwise stated.
3.2. Procedure
Gelling solutions were prepared at room temperature.
All solutions were prepared by adding the polymer to
the mixing water while applying gentle stirring. Then,
the cross-linker was added in drops and stirring was
Table 3
Range of parameters examined

Table 1
Properties of the polymer and the cross-linker

a

126
53
228
14
361
233
171
1,186
7.8

Parameter

Range

Temperature
Polymer concentration
Cross-linker concentration
TDS of mixing water
Na and K concentrations in synthetic brines
Gel age

100–150 °C
3–7 wt.%
0.3–1.2 wt.%
0 and 1186 mg/l
0 and 5000 mg/l
0.5–30 days
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Fig. 2. Hydrolysis of PAtBA at low pH and low temperature.

continued fast enough to avoid formation of micro gels
but without entrapping air bubbles. Then, the sample
(30 mL in volume) was transferred to a high
temperature/high pressure cell. After the sample loading, nitrogen gas was used to pressurize the system to
3.45 MPa (500 psig). After that, heating started through
a surrounding electrical tape for 12 h. The temperature
was kept constant using a temperature controller.
Samples were given at least 12 h to cure. Previous
work (Al-Muntasheri et al., submitted for publication)
ensured that the gelation time of all formulations
examined in this paper is well less than 12 h at all
temperatures examined. Hence, all tests were performed
on already gelled samples with the same thermal history
except for the case where the temperature is the
parameter under investigation. In that case, all parameters are fixed and temperature was varied. Table 3
gives the range for each parameter investigated in this
study.
3.3. Instrument
All rheological measurements were performed in a
controlled strain ARES rheometer equipped with a force
rebalance transducer (0.002–100 Nm torque). This
machine is not equipped with a high pressure cell

allowing measurements at high temperatures. Hence,
gels had to be cured in an external high temperature/high
pressure cell. Then, cured samples were transferred to
the rheometer and tests were conducted at room
temperature (23.5 °C). If these experiments were done
at higher temperatures and pressures, the measured
quantities may have increased. Frequency sweep tests
were performed in the range of 0.1 to 100 rad/s using a
25 mm diameter cone and plate geometry. The cone
angle was 1° and the truncated gap was 48 μm. Gelled
samples were placed on the lower cone and the upper
plate was brought slowly to the 48 μm gap. Dynamic
measurements were performed at 5% strain at which the
material response of all gels was in the linear
viscoelastic range following separate strain sweep tests.
3.4. Gelation mechanism
Some aspects of the cross-linking chemistry of the
PAtBA/PEI system were reported previously in the
literature (Morgan et al., 1997; Hardy et al., 1998, 1999;
Reddy et al., 2003). Hence, a brief summary will be
presented in this section. The ester groups (R–COO–R′)
on the PAtBA polymer provide masked cross-linking
sites. These groups either hydrolyze or thermolyse
according to pH and temperature. At conditions of low

Fig. 3. Thermolysis of PAtBA at high pH and high temperature.
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Fig. 4. (A) Cross-linking of PAtBA with PEI at temperatures less than 100 °C and reaction times shorter than 20 h. (B) A second mechanism for crosslinking reaction.
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pH and temperature, the copolymer hydrolyzes and
forms partially hydrolyzed polyacrylamide (PHPA) and
t-butyl alcohol (Fig. 2). On the other hand, the
copolymer thermolyses at high temperatures and pH
conditions producing PHPA and isobutene as shown in
Fig. 3. After the breakage of the ester groups,
carboxylate groups are formed. Hardy et al., 1999
reported the cross-linking mechanism of this system as a
nucleophilic attack by an imine nitrogen from the PEI on
the carbonyl carbon attached to the ester. That should
result in a covalent bond as shown in Fig. 4A. However,
this mechanism can only govern the gelation of this
system at temperatures less than 100 °C for reactions
taking place in less than 20 h. Hardy et al., 1999 showed
that these conditions (temperatures below 100 °C and
reaction times less than 20 h), ensured that the crosslinking reaction took place only through this pathway
shown in Fig. 4A. We noticed the formation of thermally
stable gels at temperatures up to 150 °C, which is in
agreement with what was reported earlier (Hardy et al.,
1999). Hence, indicating a different mechanism of
covalent bonding resulting in gel formation. The only
different mechanism reported in the literature is the one
proposed by Reddy et al., 2003. Namely, where PEI
attacks the carbonyl carbon attached to the amide group
as shown in Fig. 4B. The mechanism governing this
reaction at these high temperatures is beyond the scope
of this paper and will be addressed in future
publications.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Effect of polymer concentration
Fig. 5 shows the elastic modulus, G′, measured in the
frequency range ω = 0.1–100 rad/s for gelled samples
containing polymer concentrations of 3 to 7 wt.%. In

Fig. 5. Frequency sweeps for gel samples with different polymer
concentrations.
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Fig. 6. G′/G″ data as a function of frequency for samples with different
polymer concentrations.

order to simulate field conditions, filtered field water
was used to prepare the gelling solutions. All samples
contained the same amount of cross-linker (0.3 wt.%)
and were subjected to the same thermal history (12 h of
heating at 150 °C). From Fig. 5, three important notes
can be made. The first is that all slopes of log G′ vs. log
ω were less than 2 indicating the formation of a crosslinked network for all the four samples. The second note
is that G′ values were larger than G″ over the whole
ω range as shown in Fig. 6. The third observation is
that G′ showed very weak dependency on ω over the
range 0.1–10 rad/s and reached a plateau modulus at
ω < 1 rad/s. The plateau modulus is concentration
dependent. These observations confirm the formation
of a gel network of rubbery nature (Michon et al.,
1993; Macosko, 1994; te Nijenhuis, 1996). A similar
behavior was previously reported by other researchers
for polymeric gels used for water shut-off treatments
(Prud'homme et al., 1983; Thurston et al., 1985;
Kakadjian et al., 1999; Liu and Seright, 2000; Grattoni
et al., 2001).
From Fig. 5, in general, gels with higher polymer
concentrations exhibited higher values of G′. The
sample with the highest polymer concentration produced the highest G′ value (500–700 Pa depending on
ω). It should be mentioned that this is the first value
reported for organically cross-linked polyacrylamide
copolymers. Previous studies reported data for inorganically cross-linked systems only (Thurston et al., 1985;
Kakadjian et al., 1999; Liu and Seright, 2000).
The ratio of G′/G″ for the above mentioned samples
is given in Fig. 6. At low ω, G′ is generally higher than
G″ by a factor of 10. The unusual trend for the 7 wt.%
polymer sample in Fig. 6 is due to the different trend of
G″ at low ω (see Fig. 7) at this polymer concentration.
This indicates the presence of more free coils (uncrosslinked chains), which increases the viscous contribution
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Fig. 7. Effect of polymer concentration on loss modulus.

of the sample. This is likely due to the consumption of
the cross-linker which acts as the limiting reactant at
such high polymer concentrations. Also, results of Fig. 6
suggest that the quantity G′/G″ is frequency independent at low ω for polymer concentrations up to 5.67 wt.
%. At 3 wt.% polymer concentration, G′ values were
significantly lower than the 4.33 wt.% case unlike other
samples with 7 and 5.67 wt.% polymer concentrations.
This result suggests that the intensity of cross-links is
the lowest at this level of polymer concentration. At the
same time, G″ showed a different dependency on ω as
shown in Fig. 7.
Fig. 8 shows the equilibrium elastic modulus, Ge,
and G″ as a function of polymer concentration extracted
from Figs. 5 and 7, respectively. Ge is defined as the
plateau modulus. There is a strong dependence of both
Ge and G″ on polymer concentration. Both Ge and G″
followed the form [G = a exp (bx)] where x is the
polymer concentration in wt.%, a and b are constants. A
similar behavior of G′ and G″ vs. concentration was
observed in inorganically cross-linked polyacrylamides
(Grattoni et al., 2001).

Fig. 8. Equilibrium storage modulus and loss modulus as a function of
polymer concentration (ω = 0.25 rad/s).

Fig. 9. Effect of cross-linker concentration on elastic modulus.

4.2. Effect of cross-linker concentration
Fig. 9 shows storage modulus as a function
frequency for samples with different cross-linker
concentrations. Namely, PEI contents of 0.3, 0.6, 0.9
and 1.2 wt.% were used. Samples were prepared
according to the procedure outlined in the experimental
section. The polymer concentration was kept constant at
7 wt.%. All data were typical of rubbery like materials
since G′ values were independent of ω over a wide
range of ω. Clearly, addition of cross-linker results in a
proportional increase in the gel elastic nature. No drop in
modulus as a function of PEI concentration was
observed. This supports our previous hypothesis that
PEI was the limiting reactant when PEI and the polymer
were used at 0.3 wt.% and 7% concentrations,
respectively. Values of Ge were extracted from Fig. 9
and then fitted in Fig. 10. Hence, the influence of
polymer concentration on Ge discussed earlier is similar
to that of cross-linker on Ge. However, proper ratios
should be adjusted according to the available crosslinking sites in the polymer and the active sites in the
cross-linker.

Fig. 10. Equilibrium storage modulus as a function of cross-linker
concentration.
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Nevertheless, too much cross-linker can lead to
syneresis. Syneresis is defined as repulsion of water out
of the gel structure due to shrinkage in gel volume. This
reduction in gel volume was suggested by some
researchers (Moradi-Araghi and Doe, 1984). We
visually observed that the sample with the highest
cross-linker content (1.2 wt.%) exhibited syneresis.
Then, the liquid was discarded and the gel structure was
tested. The maximum G′ value was 3.4 kPa measured
for the sample with the 1.2 wt.% cross-linker. This is
more than four times larger than G′ for the 0.3 wt.%
polymer sample. It is important to note that syneresis
was found to enhance the gel permeability reduction in
porous media in certain instance (Eggert et al., 1992;
Bryant et al., 1996). Since G′ is qualitatively proportional to the expected yield behavior of the gel, the
significant increase in G′ for the syneresis sample
(1.2 wt.%) explains the extra permeability reduction in
cores. That is syneresis results in extra elasticity which
in turn gives more permeability reduction. However,
additional work is needed to correlate yielding behavior
to quantitatively relate the yield behavior in porous
media to the elastic storage modulus obtained from
rheometry.
4.3. Effect of gel age
Fig. 11 shows the storage modulus as a function of
frequency for samples containing 7 wt.% polymer and
0.3 wt.% cross-linker prepared in field mixing water
aged at 150 °C. The ageing time (time during which the
gelling solution was kept at 150 °C), was varied from
12 h to 1 month. From Fig. 11, it can be seen that there is
a 53% loss of the gel storage modulus after heating for
1 month. The storage modulus reached a plateau of
250 Pa (at ω = 0.25) after 1 month of heating. The gel
has almost stabilized at this value in the first 4 days. This
value is still higher than what was previously published

Fig. 11. Frequency sweeps for gel samples with different gel ages.
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Fig. 12. Equilibrium storage modulus as a function of gel age.

for gels formed by using inorganic cross-linkers
(Prud'homme et al., 1983; Thurston et al., 1985;
Kakadjian et al., 1999 Grattoni et al., 2001; Liu and
Seright, 2000). Moreover, data shown in Fig. 11 after
1 month of heating still shows a typical cross-linked
network behavior. The effect of gel age on the
equilibrium storage modulus is fitted in Fig. 12. It
should be mentioned that this system was reported to
have good permeability reduction on sandstone cores
even after heating treated cores for more than 2 months
at 177 °C (350 °F) (Vasquez et al., 2003). That indicates
that the 250 Pa might be still more than the G′
corresponding to the critical yield pressure in porous
media.
4.4. Effect of gelation temperature
Four gelling solutions were prepared using field
mixing water with 7 wt.% polymer, 0.3 wt.% crosslinker and aged for 12 h. The ageing temperatures were
100, 120, 130 and 150 °C. The elastic modulus
increased with the increase in temperature as shown in
Fig. 13. One possible explanation for this observation
is the increase in the formation of cross-links due to the

Fig. 13. Effect of temperature on elastic modulus.
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increase of molecular mobility or formation of new
cross-linking sites due to chemical reactions. It should
be noted that the elastic modulus increased by almost a
factor of 6 upon heating from 100 to 120 °C. This
indicates that the cross-linking intensity at 100 °C is
significantly lower than that at 120 °C. A possible
explanation for this trend is the existence of different
gelation mechanism at these two temperatures (120 °C
and 100 °C). That is likely the thermolysis of the ester
group on the copolymer chain that takes place at high
temperatures (Hardy et al., 1998). Our results suggest
that this temperature is likely between 100 °C and
120 °C. Therefore, at 100 °C the bulky t-butyl group
hinders the cross-linking reaction and hence there will
be less cross-linking sites on the PAtBA backbone. In
other words, for the same period of time, there were
less cross-links at temperatures of 100 °C and below.
On the other hand, at 120 °C, the breakage of the ester
group created more accessible sites for cross-linking.
Also, the high temperature increases the hydrolysis rate
of the available amide groups giving rise to more crosslinking sites and therefore. It should be mentioned that
the slope of log G′ vs. log ω for the sample heated at
100 °C is ∼ 0.1 which is still well below 2 indicating
the formation of a gel structure at that lower
temperature. Zitha et al. (2002) have shown that the
pressure drop during the compression of this system in
sandstone cores shows significant increase when the
gel is cured inside treated cores at 120 °C. However,
their results at curing temperatures of 100° and 80 °C
the pressure drops were significantly lower. These
observations from measurements in porous media are
consistent with the trends of our G′ measurements in a
rheometer.
This observation was also noted in another work by
our group (Al-Muntasheri et al., submitted for publication). We suggested that the temperature at which the
ester group broke was below 100 °C and higher than
80 °C in the presence of shearing (8.5 s− 1). The
breakage of the ester group at a higher temperature in
this case is likely due to the absence of shear during the
gelation reaction. Hence, shear could have either
enhanced the mobility of cross-linkable sites or induced
thermo-mechanical degradation of the ester group as
observed for other polymers (Hussein et al., 2000).
4.5. Effect of salinity
Gelling polymers are prepared in field mixing waters,
seawater or fresh water. Therefore, it is important to
examine the effect of salts on the final viscoelastic
properties. In order to examine the effect of different

Fig. 14. Effect of salinity of mixing water on equilibrium elastic
modulus.

cations on the elastic behavior of this system, samples
containing different amounts of salts were prepared. Fig.
14 shows frequency sweeps for samples containing
7 wt.% PAtBA and 0.3 wt.% PEI prepared in various
saline waters. It is clear that samples prepared in
deionized water had the maximum storage modulus.
Adding salts may have resulted in shrinkage of the
polymer chain or masked the cross-linking sites.
Consequently, the number of active cross-linking sites
decreased and thus the intensity of cross-links was
lowered. It should be noted that field mixing water had a
lower equilibrium elastic modulus, 675 Pa, than the
deionized water case (1025 Pa). Therefore, the influence
of salts on the elasticity of gels is negative.
5. Conclusions
1. The elastic modulus of the organically cross-linked
gel examined was found to be higher than the
previously reported values for inorganically crosslinked gels used in water shut-off systems.
2. The elastic modulus showed substantial increase
when the gel was heated at temperatures higher than
100 °C proposing different reaction pathways leading
to higher cross-linking; hence, elasticity.
3. Both Ge and G″ showed an exponential dependence
on polymer concentration while only G′ showed the
same dependence on cross-linker concentration.
4. The elastic modulus increased by a factor of 4.8 upon
increasing the cross-linker concentration by a factor
of 4 (from 0.3 to 1.2 wt.%). However, syneresis was
noticed with the samples of 1.2 wt.% PEI.
5. Low elastic moduli were noted when the salinity of
mixing water was increased.
6. Ge decayed at 150 °C with gel age; hence a fast
decrease in elasticity was observed.
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